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Complex pavement texture and noise impede the effectiveness of existing 3D pavement crack detection methods. To improve
pavement crack detection accuracy, we propose a 3D asphalt pavement crack detection algorithm based on fruit fly optimisation
density peak clustering (FO-DPC). Firstly, the 3D data of asphalt pavement are collected, and a 3D image acquisition system is
built using Gocator3100 series binocular intelligent sensors. -en, the fruit fly optimisation algorithm is adopted to improve the
density peak clustering algorithm. Clustering analysis that can accurately detect cracks is performed on the height characteristics
of the 3D data of the asphalt pavement. Finally, the clustering results are projected onto a 2D space and compared with the results
of other 2D crack detection methods. Following this comparison, it is established that the proposed algorithm outperforms
existing methods in detecting asphalt pavement cracks.

1. Introduction

Globally, the economic framework and evolving networks of
cities depend on road traffic [1]. -e detection of pavement
distress is an important part of pavement maintenance.
Crack is one of the critical pavement defects, and crack
length measurement is an important aspect of asphalt
pavement crack detection. Now, there are already some
crack detection methods [2]. However, most crack mea-
surement techniques have low accuracy and efficiency.
Crack detection technology, which provides significant
technical support in pavement maintenance, is becoming
more advanced.

Traditional artificial crack detection methods affect
traffic and have low efficiency, strong subjectivity, and low
accuracy; they have been unable to meet the growing
pavement maintenance needs for a long time [3]. With the
development of computer technology, the emergence of
many pavement crack detection technologies based on
digital image processing, such as Laplace, Sobel, Prewitt,
Roberts, and Canny operators and other edge detection
algorithms, has greatly improved pavement crack detection

efficiency and accuracy. However, these detection algo-
rithms are highly sensitive to noise. Other pavement crack
detection methods are based on morphology [4–6],
threshold segmentation, and other approaches [7]. -ese
algorithms provide an important reference for improving
crack detection accuracy [8]. Although there are some quite
effective 2D crack detection methods [9], 2D crack detection
methods are easily affected by light, shadow, pavement signs,
and oil stains. -erefore, there is growing scholarly interest
in the study of 3D detection of asphalt pavement cracks [10].

In recent years, 3D detection technology based on
structural optics has gradually become a research hot spot
[11]. -ere are some automated 3D road condition assess-
ment methods based on liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry (LCMS) and road detection [12]. By using a
camera to capture the contour of the pavement and imaging
it through 3D reconstruction, more effective solutions can be
found to the environment-related limitations of 2D images
[13]. Other methods include the 3D pavement crack de-
tection algorithm based on 2D empirical mode de-
composition and the 3D pavement damage data surface-
based filtering method.-e deep learning algorithm can also
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been deployed for recognising crack images in 3D [14].
However, this form of algorithm does not process crack
images that differ from the training samples effectively
because it is highly dependent on feature selection and the
richness of training samples, and the calculation cost is also
very high [15].

In summary, although 3D images can avoid environ-
mental interference more effectively, accurately detecting
cracks is still impeded by significant challenges due to the
influence of factors such as uneven background, varied
morphology of cracks, and complex pavement texture [16].
3D pavement crack detection is the subject of increasing
scholarly attention. Clustering is an important unsupervised
data mining method in the field of machine learning.
Clustering by fast search and finding density peaks (DPC) is
a new clustering algorithm proposed in 2014 that can cluster
nonspherical data efficiently [17]. -e clustering centre is
selected according to this algorithm: (1) -e local density is
higher; that is, the density values of the neighbouring points
of the central point are all less than that point. (2) Larger
“distance” from other points with higher density [18]. -e
DPC algorithm is simple in principle, efficient in clustering,
and has been widely used in various fields, such as ex-
pressway toll data analysis [19] and abnormal event mining
[20]. However, the DPC algorithm also has very manifest
shortcomings. It is necessary to generate a decision graph to
select the clustering centre based on the calculated local
density and distance values [21]; it is also necessary to set the
cutoff distance according to the experience value. -e points
with the larger values are artificially selected as the clustering
centre in the decision graph. However, the subsequent
distribution and optimisation of off-centre points and the
discovery of noise points ARE significantly affected by the
high subjectivity and instability characterising this selection
[22]. To solve both shortcomings, this study uses the fruit fly
optimisation algorithm to optimise the parameters of the fast
peak clustering algorithm and proposes an adaptive clus-
tering algorithm. -en, the improved fruit fly optimisation
density peak clustering (FO-DPC) algorithm was used to
cluster the 3D asphalt pavement data, accurately identify the
cracks, and obtain their parameters to provide support for
the pavement distress assessment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Components of 3D Pavement Crack Detection System.
-e asphalt pavement crack detection system based on the
FO-DPC algorithm has three main components. -e flow
chart in Figure 1 shows how the system collects data and
detects cracks. -e proposed system involves the acquisition
of the 3D data of the asphalt pavement, 3D pavement data
clustering based on the FO-DPC algorithm, and pavement
crack feature extraction.

-e 3D data of the asphalt pavement are collected using
the Gocator3100 series binocular intelligent sensors; and
then the data are preprocessed using Lagrange interpolation
and median filtering. -e input of the clustering algorithm
proposed in this paper is the distance matrix including the
data number and the distance between each data point. In

this study, the similarity measurement method used to
calculate the distance matrix is the Manhattan distance. -e
clustering results give each data point a classification label.
According to the different labels, the 3D pavement data are
mapped to the 2D image using different colours. -en, crack
features are extracted.

2.2. Acquisition and Preprocessing of Asphalt Pavement 3D
Data. After investigation, most regions have approximately
1000mm annual precipitation; the implication of this is that
most pavement surfaces are quite wet over the years.
Meanwhile, the daily precipitations of most regions exceed
10mm, indicating extreme intense precipitation conditions.
-e presence of water stains will greatly affect 2D crack
detection. -is greatly increases the need for 3D detection.
-e Gocator3100 series binocular 3D smart scanner is an
industrial inspection device that combines 3D point cloud
data acquisition and measurement tools. -e built-in variety
of tools makes it ideal for a variety of contactless online
inspection applications. -e Gocator binocular 3D smart
scanner is easy to install, easy to integrate, and highly re-
liable. -e performance parameters of the Gocator3110 used
in this study are shown in Table 1.

-e Gocator3100 series binocular smart sensor, which is
used for data collection, is shown in Figure 2; it is based on
binocular stereo vision, and its 3D reconstruction principle
is parallax. Two cameras are used to image the same object
from different angles to obtain two perception images at
different angles. -en, the three-dimensional information of
the target object in the real environment is restored based on
the principle of parallax. In this experiment, two cameras are
placed at a certain point of view, as shown in Figure 3. -e
origin of coordinates of approximately two cameras is lo-
cated at the camera light heart, with the assumption that the
imaging plane is located in the front of the camera; f is
around two-image coordinate system origin, and the optical
axis peace intersection coordinate of both cameras meets at
OL and OR below.

Figure 4 shows the working scene of collection of the
asphalt pavement data in the author’s university and a top
view of the data acquisition device. -e binocular camera is
mounted on a shelf. Both the 3D data and 2D images of the
cracks, which are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1, were
collected. -e 2D images were acquired to facilitate the
subsequent comparison of the effectiveness of the 2D de-
tection method and the proposed algorithm at identifying
pavement cracks.

2.3. Data Preprocessing. -e 3D pavement data used in this
study are mainly comprised of the collected pavement
contour data and data formed through 3D reconstruction. In
addition to capturing the contours of cracks, the 3D data will
show the different heights of asphalt pavement, textures,
ruts, road signs, potholes, or rubble.

Table 2 shows some 3D pavement data collected using the
binocular cameras. -e first row and the first column in the
table are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
pavement data. -e table is the height value of the pavement;
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there are some missing values. -e missing values are filled in
using Lagrange interpolation. For the n+1 different in-
terpolation node, Lagrange interpolation polynomials li(x) of
up to n times can be constructed to satisfy the interpolation
condition: the function value of the interpolation polynomials
li(x) of up to n times is 0 at the node of missing data. Point
xi(i � 0, 1, . . . , n) is referred to as the interpolation node.
Equation (1) is the interpolation basis function of the in-
terpolation polynomial.When themissing value is being filled,
the interpolation polynomial is constructed first, and then the
interpolation node is interpolated to obtain the missing value.
In this study, n takes the value of 15:

li(x) �
x − x0(  x − x1(  · · · x − xi− 1(  x − xi+1(  · · · x − xn( 

xi − x0(  xi − x1(  · · · xi − xi− 1(  xi − xi+1(  · · · xi − xn( 
.

(1)

To consider the crack identification speed and accuracy,
the original data are preprocessed using median filtering.
-e basic principle of median filtering is to replace the value
of a point in a digital image or digital sequence with the
median value of the values of each point in the neigh-
bourhood of the point so that the surrounding pixel value is
close to the real value to eliminate the few isolated noise
points, as represented in the following equation:

y(i) � Med[x(i − N), . . . , x(i), . . . , x(i + N)]. (2)

-epurpose of filtering is to smooth the data and remove
the influence of the pavement aggregate texture and depth of
construction on crack detection.

-e preprocessing results of the cross section of the 3D
asphalt pavement data is shown in Figure 6. Preprocessing
can remove the noise generated in the process of data
acquisition.

2.4. 3D Crack Detection of Asphalt Pavement Using FO-DPC
Algorithm

2.4.1. Asphalt Pavement Crack Detection Process. In this
study, the clustering method is adopted to detect cracks. -e
height values of the asphalt pavement in the collected 3D
crack data and the parameter calculation, clustering centre
selection, noncentre point allocation, clustering result op-
timisation, and noise point identification are clustered.
-en, the data points are identified as common pavement or
pavement cracks. -e clustering results of the 3D pavement
data are presented as 2D images. -en, the flow chart of the
pavement crack detection based on the clustering algorithm
is shown in Figure 7.

3d data of asphalt pavement

Data acquisition 

Data preprocessing 

Gocator3100 series binocular 
intelligent sensors

Lagrange interpolation and
median filtering

Crack detection system based on the FO-DPC algorithm

Height value distance matrix calculation Manhattan distance

Height value clustering
Density peak clustering 

algorithm based on fruit fly 
optimization

Clustering results

Feature extraction of asphalt pavement crack

Figure 1: Flowchart of 3D pavement-crack detection system based on the FO-DPC algorithm.
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Table 1: Performance parameters of the Gocator3110.
Product number 3110
Net distance (ND) (mm) 150
Measuring range (MR)
(mm) 100

Near field of view
(NFOV) (mm) 60∗105

Far field of view (FFOV)
(mm) 90∗160

Z direction linearity
(±% of MR) 0.005

Z direction resolution
(±mm) 0.035–0.108

[X]∗ [Y] resolution
(±mm) 0.0090∗ 0.100–0.150∗ 0.160

Equipment size (mm) 49∗ 74.4∗ 276
Weight (kg) 1.35
Light source Blue LED (465 nm)
Scanning speed 5Hz
Interface Gigabit Ethernet

Input Differential encoder, light source/laser
safety control, external trigger

Output 2∗ digital output, RS-485 serial port
(115K)

Input voltage +24∼+48 VDC (25W), ±10%

Body protection Aluminum alloy fully enclosed body,
IP 67 protection grade

Operating temperature 0∼50°C
Save temperature − 30∼70°C

Vibration resistant
10∼55Hz, 1.5mm bidirectional

amplitude in three directions (X, Y, Z),
no direction lasts for two hours

Impact resistant 15 g, half sine wave, period 11ms, X, Y,
Z forward and reverse

3D feature measurement
tool

Opening (hole, groove), cylinder, bolt
(thread, nonthread), plane

3D volumemeasurement
tool

Volume, area, bounding box, position
(minimum, maximum, centroid),

ellipse, direction
Measurement accuracy ±50 μm

Cameras

Emitter

I/O
connector

Serial number

Power and light
indicators

Power/LAN
connector

Figure 2: Gocator3100 sensor structure diagram.
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Figure 3: Binocular stereoscopic imaging schematic diagram.

Figure 4: Data acquisition diagram.

Figure 5: A 2D crack image.
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Table 2: Some 3D pavement data.
Y\X − 50 − 49.5 − 49 − 48.5 − 48 − 47.5 − 47
− 85 − 1.60129 − 1.56529 − 1.51729 − 1.48729 − 1.40329 − 1.27729 − 1.09729
− 84.5 − 1.53529 − 1.47529 − 1.43929 − 1.39129 − 1.31929 − 1.21129 − 1.06129
− 84 − 1.33729 − 1.20529 − 1.24729 − 1.24729 − 1.12129 − 0.92929 − 0.85729
− 83.5 − 1.23529 − 1.09729 − 1.02529 − 1.04329 − 0.78529 − 0.54529 − 0.50329
− 83 − 1.22929 − 1.10929 − 0.91129 − 0.83329 − 0.39529 − 0.13729
− 82.5 − 1.22929 − 1.11529 − 0.84529 − 0.67729
− 82 − 1.17529 − 1.06129 − 0.76729 − 0.58129
− 81.5 − 1.09729 − 0.98929 − 0.71929 − 0.53329 − 0.35929
− 81 − 1.04329 − 0.92929 − 0.72529 − 0.53929 − 0.28729 − 0.20929 − 0.16729
− 80.5 − 0.97729 − 0.83929 − 0.58729 − 0.37729 − 0.16729 − 0.14929 − 0.19729
− 80 − 0.81529 − 0.57529 − 0.27529 − 0.04729 0.02471 − 0.02929 − 0.18529
− 79.5 − 0.45529 − 0.20929 0.07871 0.19271 0.15071 0.04271 − 0.19729
− 79 − 0.02929 0.13271 0.24071 0.22871 0.16871 0.02471 − 0.11929
− 78.5 0.28871 0.37871 0.34271 0.24671 0.14471 0.01871 − 0.07129
− 78 0.33671 0.38471 0.33671 0.21671 0.09671 0.01271 − 0.04129
− 77.5 0.26471 0.27071 0.25871 0.22871 0.15071 0.07271 0.01871
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texture
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Pavement
crack Noise
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�e original section
Median filtering

Figure 6: Example of 3D crack image section preprocessing.

Distance matrix calculation based on 
manhattan distance

Height value clustering

Clustering results: 
classification labelHeight value
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Start

Parameter 
calculation
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cluster center
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Optimization of clustering results and 
identification of noise points

Feature extraction of asphalt pavement crack

�e clustering results of 3D pavement 
data are displayed in 2D images

Pavement crack parameter
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Figure 7: Flowchart of pavement crack detection based on the clustering algorithm.
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2.4.2. Density Peak Clustering Algorithm Based on Fruit Fly
Optimisation

(1) 9e DPC Algorithm. As a simple, easy-to-understand
clustering algorithm, the DPC algorithm involves three
steps:

Step 1: calculation of the distance matrix
Before the distance is calculated, it is necessary to
normalise the different numeric fields of the original
data to ensure the data of each dimension have the
same order of magnitude. Following normalisation, the
distance between data is calculated, and the distance
matrix is finally outputted. In this study, the Euclidean
distance method is used to calculate d(xi, xj), and the
calculated distance is outputted according to the or-
dinal number of two data points and the corresponding
distance as a matrix with column number 3; this dis-
tance matrix is the input of the DPC algorithm.
Step 2: selection of the cluster centre
-e clustering centre is characterised by high local
density and large distance from other points with
higher density.
-e local density ρi of a point is the number of points
whose distance to the point is less than the given cut off
distance:

ρi � 
j

χ dij − dc , (3)

where i and j are two different data points. When i< 0,
χ(i) � 1; otherwise, χ(i) � 0. In other words, if the
distance from j to i is less than dc, the local density is
increased by 1. dij is the distance between i and j, and dc

is the cut off distance, which is set by the user according
to experience.
-e δi value of data is defined as follows:

δi � min
j:ρj>ρi

dij . (4)

For the point with the highest density, there is no point
with higher density, the δi value of the highest density is
defined as the maximum distance between this point
and all other points:

δi � maxj dij . (5)

After both values are calculated for each point, all the
points are visually outputted, with ρ and δ as two di-
mensions. -e output graph is referred to as the de-
cision graph (Figure 8(b)).
To show the selection principle of the clustering centre
in this algorithm simply and intuitively, the selection
process of the clustering centre is more vividly illus-
trated with 28 sample data. All the data points are
sorted and numbered according to the principle of

decreasing density; that is, the density of Point 1 is the
largest, and the density of Point 28 is the smallest. -e
specific distribution is shown in Figure 8(a).
ρ and δ of the 28 points in the above sample are cal-
culated one by one, according to equations (3)–(5). -e
decision diagram is shown in Figure 8(b). Although
Points 26, 27, and 28 all have a large δ, their ρ points are
all small, and they have the lowest density of all the
sample points. According to the distribution diagram
in Figure 1, they are scattered around the main cluster
and can be regarded as a cluster composed of single
points, namely, noise points. Points 1 and 10 in the
upper right corner of the coordinate system both have
higher ρ and higher δ; thus, these two points are se-
lected as the clustering centre. It can also be seen from
the decision graph that although Points 9 and 10 have
similar ρ, the δ values are completely different. δ of
Point 10 is significantly larger than that of Point 9, and
δ of Point 9 is close to 0. According to the original data
distribution diagram, Point 9 belongs to the first class
cluster, and several other points with relatively high
values close to it are also included in the first class
cluster; Point 10 is the centre of another class.
-erefore, it can be concluded that the points with large
ρ and δ are clustering centres. -e points with small ρ
and large δ are the noise points, and the points with
large ρ and small δ are the points in the class cluster.
Step 3: clustering and optimisation of other points
After finding the clustering centre, the number of
classes is determined, after which it becomes necessary
to systematically allocate other points to the most
suitable cluster. According to the distribution principle
for these points, each point should be assigned to the
cluster with higher density nearest to it one by one, and
this operation will be carried out step-by-step, until all
the points are allocated to the corresponding cluster.
-e DPC algorithm first finds a boundary region for
each class. A boundary region exists where the distance
between the points assigned to one kind of cluster and
the points of another kind of cluster is less than the cut
off distance dc.-en, the points with the highest density
within the boundary region of each cluster are found,
and their densities are represented as ρb. All points
within the cluster are traversed, and points with a
density higher than ρb are assigned to the cluster or
marked as noise points.
-eDPC algorithm is a new clustering algorithm, and it
has some shortcomings. It is necessary for the algo-
rithm to manually set the cut off distance, according to
the empirical value, and select the clustering centre. In
this study, the fruit fly optimisation algorithm (FOA) is
used to optimise the DPC algorithm and then used for
pavement data clustering to realise 3D asphalt pave-
ment crack detection.

(2) Fruit Fly Optimisation Algorithm. -e FOA is a pop-
ulation swarm intelligence optimisation algorithm, a global
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optimisation method derived from the complex foraging
behaviour of fruit flies. It is divided into the following steps:

Step 1: initialisation
-e following parameters were determined: initial size
of fruit fly (sizepop), initial position (X− axis, Y− axis),
and maximum number of iterations (maxgen).
Step 2: olfactory search
First, the number of iterations g � 0 was specified, and
the random flight direction and the search step value
(distance value) of the individual fruit fly in the ol-
factory search phase were set during the iteration. -e
search direction is rand( ), and the search step size is
RandomValue; then,

Xi � X− axis + RandomValue,

Yi � Y− axis + RandomValue.
 (6)

Step 3: preliminary calculation
Because it is impossible to know the specific location of
the initial food source, the distance Disti between the
individual fruit fly and the origin of the coordinate was
first calculated to obtain the determination value Si of
taste concentration. -e equation is as follows:

Disti �

���������

X2
i + Y2

i( ,



Si �
1

Disti
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

Step 4: calculating the taste concentration value
-e judgment value Si of the taste concentration is
substituted into the judgment function of smell con-
centration, and the current smelli concentration value
of each individual fruit fly is calculated as follows:

smelli � function Si( . (8)

Step 5: find out the coordinates of the individual fruit
flies with the highest smell concentration in the current
fruit fly population according to the smell-concentra-
tion value:

[bestSmell, bestindex] �
min

max smelli( 
. (9)

Step 6: visual search
Record and retain the bestSmell and the optimal fly
coordinates (X, Y) at this point; the entire fly pop-
ulation uses their sharp vision to fly to the optimal
individual location:

Smellbest � bestSmell,

X− axis � X(bestindex),

Y− axis � Y(bestindex).

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(10)

Step 7: iterative optimisation
Termination condition g � max gen is the basis of it-
erative optimization decision. When g<max gen,
continue Steps 2–5; compare the best taste density with
the best taste density of the previous iteration. If the
performance is better than the previous iteration,
perform step 6. Otherwise continue to execute steps
2–5, loop the process until g � max gen, and stop the
iteration of the algorithm.

(3) FO-DPC Algorithm. Information entropy is the measure
of the uncertainty of the system. -us, the entropy is di-
rectly proportional to the uncertainty of the system. Given
that the space contains the data set D � x1, x2, . . . , xn  of n
objects, let the density function value of each object be
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Figure 8: Diagram of the selection of clustering centre. (a) Data distribution. (b) ρ − δ decision graph.
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φi � 
n

j�1e
(‖xi− xj‖/σ)2 ; then, the density estimation entropy

can be defined as follows:

H � − 
n

i�1

φi

Z
log

φi

Z
 , (11)

where Z � 
n
i�1φi is the normalised factor.

-e FO-DPC algorithm flow is as follows:

Step 1: iteration number—1000 and population
size—10.
Step 2: the fruit fly population search; calculate the
individual concentrations to determine the distance
from the origin of coordinates Disti and taste value Si.
Step 3: use the information entropy as the evaluation
criterion to determine the effectiveness of each fruit fly
population, locate the fruit fly population with the
highest effectiveness in each generation, and record its
optimisation results.
Step 4: according to the principle of minimum in-
formation entropy, select the best position of fruit flies.
Step 5: calculate the density ρi and distance δi of each
data point using the DPC algorithm. Obtain the final
clustering result.

(4) 3D Asphalt Pavement Crack Detection Based on the FO-
DPC Algorithm. Some of the collected 3D data of pavement
are reconstructed, as shown in Figure 9. Different height
values are displayed in different colours. During data col-
lection in this study, 330∗175 data points are collected for
each group. -e horizontal and ordinate coordinates in
Figure 9 are the locations of data points on the asphalt
pavement, and the vertical coordinates are the height values
of the data points. -e top view in Figure 10 provides a more
intuitive view of the structure of the asphalt pavement.

In this study, the proposed algorithm is used to cluster
the height values of the 3D data of the asphalt pavement. In
Figure 11, (a) is the 3D construction of the original data, (b)
is the top view of the pavement, (c) is the 3D display of the
clustering results, (d) is the photo of the crack, and (f) is the
2D display of the clustering results. As can be seen from
Figure 11, due to the preprocessing, the noise in the data
used for clustering is small, and there is a large difference
between the cracks and pavement. In addition, the proposed
clustering algorithm is highly efficient and has high de-
tection accuracy.

Figure 12 is the clustering result of the pavement height
value, where (a) is the clustering decision graph and (b) is the
final result of clustering. In Figure 12(b), the one-di-
mensional data of the height value are clustered and ana-
lysed, and the clustering result is only displayed on the
horizontal axis of the label. -e horizontal and vertical
coordinates of Figure 12 are the calculated local density and
the distance to a point of higher density and have no
practical physical meaning, so the unit is not marked. -e
cluster label (horizontal axis), the original data coordinate
(vertical axis), and some crack clustering results are shown
in Figure 13. Finally, the results of clustering detection are

processed through the morphological treatment of expan-
sion and corrosion, as shown in Figure 14. To improve the
connectivity between pixels, this study uses the morpho-
logical closure operation, that is, expansion, followed by
etching.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Benchmark Processing Algorithms. To compare the de-
tection effect of the proposed algorithm with the traditional
2D detection algorithm, Canny edge detection and Otsu
threshold segmentation are used to detect the 2D images of
pavement cracks, which were collected simultaneously with
the 3D data. -e 3D data are detected using the k-means
algorithm.

-e Canny edge detection algorithm consists of five
steps: smoothing the image using Gaussian filtering, finding
the intensity gradient, eliminating edge false detection,
determining the potential boundary using the double
threshold method, and tracking the boundary.

-e specific steps of the Otsu threshold segmentation
algorithm are as follows: calculating the standard histogram,
calculating the cumulative mean and the global grey mean,
calculating the probability of assigning various classes,
calculating the variance between classes, and identifying the
maximum variance as the optimal threshold, which is then
used to split the image.

-e k-means algorithm comprises the following steps:
setting the K value, randomly selecting the K-cluster
centres, calculating the distance from each point to the
cluster centre, assigning each point to the cluster where the
nearest cluster centre is located, and recalculating each
clustered cluster centre and looping until the cluster centre
remains constant.

3.2.PerformanceCriteria. We use a label tool to mark the 2D
images acquired simultaneously with the 3D data to obtain
the pseudoground truth for subsequent evaluation.

-e pavement data are identified using the Otsu
threshold segmentation, Canny edge detection, and the
proposed algorithm, and the real crack images are manually
marked. -e data results are evaluated according to four
scenarios: true positive (TP: actually a positive example,
same as expected), false positive (FP: actually a negative
example, contrary to expectation), true negative (TN: ac-
tually a negative example, same as expected), and false
negative (FN: actually a positive example, contrary to ex-
pectation).-en, the accuracy (P), recall rate (R), and F value
of crack identification are calculated by comparing the
detection results with the real crack images:

P �
TP

TP + FP
,

R �
TP

TP + FN
.

(12)

-e DSC is the harmonic average of the accuracy and
recall rate:
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Figure 9: Some pavement data 3D reconstruction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10: Top view of some pavement 3D data.
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DICE �
2 × P × R

P + R
�

2 × TP
2 × TP + FP + FN

. (13)

Averaging the results of each data used in the laboratory,
Table 3 shows the accuracy rate (P), recall rate (R), and DSC
of the three algorithms. It can be seen that the accuracy,
recall rate, and F value of the Otsu threshold segmentation
and Canny edge detection are all very low. -e accuracy,
recall rate, and F value of the proposed algorithm are the
highest.

3.3. IllustrativeResults. Four kinds of typical pavement crack
image detection results were obtained, as shown in Fig-
ure 15. In the first image, the difference in the grey values of
the asphalt pavement and crack is very small. Although the
difference between the grey values of the asphalt pavement
and crack in the second image is small, the 2D detection
method still accurately detects the crack. However, due to
the presence of water stains, the grey values of the asphalt
pavement and cracks are quite different in the third image;
thus, the water stains will be wrongly identified as cracks.
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(e)

Figure 11: Crack image clustering example. (a) Original data 3D reconstruction. (b) Top view of 3D reconstruction. (c) 3D display of
clustering result. (d) 2D figure of the crack. (e) 2D display of clustering result.
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-e grey value difference between the aggregate and pave-
ment in the fourth type of crack image is higher than that in
the crack image, and detecting the crack in the figure is more
difficult.

In the second type of pavement crack image, for instance,
first, the original 3D image of the pavement crack is labelled
manually. -en, the marked graph, the detection result
graph of the two 2D crack detection methods mentioned
above, and the proposed detection method are divided into
several square images of fixed size. Subsequently, the file
name of the subblock image that contains the marked or
detected crack is changed. Finally, the detection accuracy,
recall rate, and F value of each method were calculated.

In Figure 15, (a) is the original cracks, (b) is the pseu-
doground (when labelling, our algorithm detects the cracks
in the pavement and the surrounding area, so it labels an
area larger than the crack of the skeleton), (c) is the grayscale
histogram of the crack image, (d) is the processing results
following Otsu threshold segmentation, (e) is the result of
Canny edge detection, (f ) is the detection result of the
k-means algorithm, (g) is the detection result of the pro-
posed algorithm; the morphological processing of the test
result is in (h). (d) and (e) are 2D-based, and (f )–(h) are 3D-
based. -e linear features and region with low depth value
are identified as cracks using Otsu threshold segmentation;
thus, the recall rate is high and the accuracy rate is low.
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Figure 12: Clustering result of pavement height value. (a) Decision graph. (b) Clustering result.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13: Clustering result of some pavement cracks.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14: Morphological treatment result of some pavement cracks.

Table 3: Return values of the detected crack.

Detection method -reshold segmentation (%) Edge detection (%) K-means (%) FOA-DPC (%) before the
morphological processing FOA-DPC (%)

Precision 3.78 5.98 56.27 85.37 88.66
Recall 79.45 22.13 52.44 88.51 91.32
F 7.22 9.42 54.29 86.06 89.97

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 15: Continued.
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Canny edge detection can detect the boundary features of
depth variations; however, it cannot detect crack pixels with
slow depth changes. -erefore, the recall rate is low. At the
same time, it is prone to noise interference, resulting in a
decrease in its accuracy. Similarly, the 3D data are clustered
using the k-means algorithm. -e crack detection result
of the k-means algorithm is better than that of the 2D
method. However, due to the limitation of data distribution,
the clustering effect is still not sufficiently effective. -e
proposed clustering algorithm is density based and can
effectively circumvent the above challenges. It is based on
height feature and distribution feature. -e FO-DPC algo-
rithm is used to identify cracks with high accuracy and high
recall rate. In addition, due to the effective preprocessing, the

crack identification accuracy is also high; thus, the final F
value is as high as 89.97%.

-e 2D image processing algorithms, such as Otsu
threshold segmentation and Canny edge detection, can only
segment and detect the cracks based on the grey value of the
image; however, the grey value of asphalt is close to that of
the cracks; the difference is small, which affects the 2D
detection effect. -ere is a small amount of water in some of
the cracks recorded in this study, and the colour is much
more different from that of ordinary pavement. Although
the 2D method can effectively detect the cracks, it cannot
effectively detect the dry cracks. -e proposed algorithm
relies on the height of the road surface, and is thus unaffected
by these factors.

(d)

(e)

(f )

(g)

(h)

Figure 15: Comparison of crack identification results. (a) Original cracks. (b) -e 2D pseudoground truth images. (c) -e grey
histogram of the crack image. (d) Otsu threshold segmentation. (e) Canny edge detection. (f ) K-means detection. (g) FOA-DPC
detection. (h) Morphological processing of detection results.
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4. Conclusions

-is study proposed an FO-DPC algorithm-based pavement
cracking detection approach. -e use of binocular cameras
to collect the asphalt pavement data ensured that more
accurate and less noisy data were collected. -e proposed
FOA-DPC algorithm effectively solved the challenge posed
by the necessity of determining the cut off distance based on
empirical values and uses the fruit fly optimisation algorithm
to obtain the optimal parameters. Moreover, by choosing the
clustering centre adaptively, it effectively solves the in-
stability caused by the artificial selection of clustering centre.
Finally, the 3D asphalt pavement detection based on the
proposed algorithm can effectively identify pavement cracks
based on the height value and spatial distribution charac-
teristics of 3D data. -e algorithm outperforms the tradi-
tional Otsu threshold segmentation, Canny edge detection
algorithm, and k-means algorithm in terms of accuracy,
recall rate, and F value. -e algorithm exploits the high
precision of the 3D data of pavement to identify cracks, thus
compensating for the defects of the quality of the 2D image,
which is susceptible to noise relating to lane marking,
shadows, and oil stains. In subsequent studies, the threshold
andOtsumethods will be compared to the 2D versions of the
k-means and FO-DPC algorithms, and the effectiveness of
the same clustering method for 2D and 3D data will be
compared.

Data Availability

-e source data, models, or code are supposed to be opti-
mised with respect to current versions of the developed
models to minimise their limitations.-e authors would like
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sponding author upon request.
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